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The university as organization for higher learning, and itself a learning organization, needs leaders who are
keen learners of history and, for equal measure, dynamic teachers of humanist innovation for our
preferred futures. We need to foresee our alternative futures in the long term of 30 years or more, to
become better planners, advocates, and leaders of the University in the medium term of six years (Slide 1).
Our concerns are many, foremost of which is public service and outreach, UP being UP. Then we are
concerned about wider democratization of student admission; quality of academic programs; excellence of
teacher and teaching; integrity of student evaluation and graduation; promotion of student ethics;
challenges of leadership, governance, administration, and management, at various levels or spheres; and
operational budget (Slide 2).
There are many possible futures in those fronts, each weighed by historical backgrounds, pushed by
current megatrends, and pulled in the general directions of major developments nationally and globally in
society, technology, environment, economy, and politics (Slide 3). What are effects of the traditional
academic silos? What are effects of university ranking and an audit culture that is now pervasive in
academe? With the accelerated advance of artificial inteffigence, what are ways for humanity to lead over
algorithm instead of being led by it?
In the University as a learning organization, all our stakeholders and actors need to develop their
individual personal mastery and capacity, to reflect on their mental models or perspectives, to develop
their shared visions, to experience team learning, and to graduate into systemic thinking or systems
thinking (Senge, 1990. Slide 4) Aftera11, we are a University System.
As a (self) learning organization, we can (self) discover how to transcend our silos of academic disciplines.
As humanists championing human agency and co-agency, in the face of threatening technological
advances, we can discover how to thrive in a new diversity of humanity+technology, averting a possible
"leadership by algorithm" (De Cremer 2020). Indeed, how do we as University promote humanity?
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We offer here to explore 15 POSSIBILITIES.
We start with UP's founding in 1908 for the higher education of every qualified Filipino student (Slide 5).
Some 100 years later such dedication was affirmed in the new charter, declared among the University's
mandate: public service; teaching; research and creative work; faculty and staff development; and
democratic governance (Slide 6). The University System has now grown to eight Constituent Universities
with dozens of campuses combined (Slide 7). Reviewing how admission of high-school graduates has
progressed from the early days of no college-admission tests, through the UPCAT peaks with around
100,000 examinees, through the no-UPCAT years during the CO'VTID-19 pandemic, and how the
undergraduate population grew along with the graduate (Slides 8-10), we can now explore as next
possibi]ity
POSSIBIIJTY 1—Democratic Access and Diversity at Admission (Slides 11-13)
(A)As a form of public service and social responsibiJity, and democratic access, every year, every
municipality of the Philippines may be assured of least 3 new undergraduate student admissions,
and every city at least 10.
(B)About half of all undergraduate admissions may be decided based on overall high-school
performance, including curricular and co-curricular achievements.
(C)Other than by criteria (A) and (B), about a quarter of all undeigiaduate admissions may be based
mainly on a system-standardized UP College Admission Test.
(D)Every region may be served by a Constituent University thereat, or at least a Campus extension, to
widen the citizens' democratic access to quality education.
(E) Every new student may have choices of either residential Unit with blended learning, or open or
distance School, especially as graduate student.
The overall profile of our students in the recent 15 years: about 40% male; 30% graduate students; and
30% receiving master's or doctoral degrees (Slide 14). The last major increase in total population was
around 2008 after the centennial; since then, the distribution among the disciplines has stayed at about
15% Arts and Humanities, 36% Social Sciences, and 49% Science and Technology (Slides 15-16). About
25% of undergraduate programs plus environmental planning, medicine and law are for entry to the
regulated professions (Slide 17). The recent degree holders, are mentioned earlier, are lopsidedly mostly in
Science & Technology and Social Sciences, much fewer in Arts & Humanities (Slide 18).
Yet, as will be elaborated on later, the country — the world — needs and will need more immersion and
education of the young generations in the humanities. To help meet that need:
POSSIBILITY 2— Major, Minor and Enrichment Courses (Slides 19-26)
(A) For every undergraduate academic discipline, a Minor program may be developed as a sub-field of
study that may be taken by Major students of other Departments. (See examples in Slides 19-21.)
(13) For every undergraduate Major student, a Minor program may be taken in another department, to
promote a greater sense of learner agency. (See examples in Slides 22-24.)
(C) Undergraduate academic programs that are preparatory to the regulated professions may modify
its General Education sub-program to lead to a Minor course (Slide 25).
(1)) Graduate academic programs may allow undeigraduates of other departments to take enrichment
courses prior to graduate admission (Slide 26).
POSSIBILITY 3— Regional Public Service Programs (Slide 27)
(A) Small-population academic programs, usually as Minor, may be developed in certain Constituent
Universities as public service to their region, induding options of cross-enrolment by students.
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Honor and Excellence, we say in UP. How have we been doing and how may do better in Excellence? Of
several hundred academic programs and almost a hundred Units that are degree-granting, research, and/or
extension services units, why do we not have more than 25% as CHED Centers of Excellence and Centers
of Development or otherwise externally accredited (Slide 28)?
Unsettling to most (or all) of us, UP most recently is not anymore ranked as 1' in the country nor among
the top 50% worldwide of those scored by THE-WUR (Slides 29-31).
On the metric of "Teachings" that really encompasses the learning environments as fadlitated by teachers
(faculty), we have been declining (Slide 32). Our last significant increase in the total number of regular
faculty was around 2008 after the centennial. And since, the proportion of Doctoral Degree holders in the
faculty has hovered around 25%. Meanwhile, if we count full-time equivalent teachers and full-lime
equivalent students, we may claim a ratio of 1:10. We may be at a loss about good proportion of Students:
Faculty: REPS: Admin. (Slides 33-35). Time perhaps to explore these next possibilities:
pOSSIBILITY 4— Full-Time Equivalent Student (Slide 36)
(A) Either half-time or full-time study may be allowed of students, both undergraduate and graduate,
and they should be counted as Full-Time Equivalent students.
POSSIBILITY 5— Full-Time Equivalent Teacher (Slide 37)
(A)Full-time faculty members may be encouraged to serve as affiliate faculty in other departments,
and their service should be counted as additional Full-Time Equivalent teachers.
(B) REPS and Admin Staff who are academically eligible may be incentivized to serve as part-time
faculty, and they should be counted as Full-Time Equivalent teachers.
POSSIBILITY 6— Full-Time Equivalent Teacher (Ret) (Slide 38)
(A) Faculty members above 65 years old who are medically fit may be encouraged to serve as part-time
faculty until age 70.
POSSIBILITY 7— Limited Practice of Profession (Slide 39)
(A) Full-time faculty members may be encouraged to legitimately engage in limited practice of
profession outside the university, to enhance the value of both academe and professional practice
and to promote commitment to national development

Yet, dynamic complexity (more than static detail complexity) hounds! It may even be argued that every
generation in fact confronted its version of complications that unfold over time (Slide 40). Regardless
which cliché among VLJCA, TUNA, RUPT, and BANI we prefer, we are frequently distracted from
keeping our eye on the ball of our preferred futures.
UP being the National University, we can say that the futures of UP and the country are tightly
intertwined. So how about foresight studies and futures thinking for the Philippines (Slide 41)?
NEDA in 2021 drnii'g the COVID-19 pandemic had the hindsight to update our country's AmBisyon
Natin 2040, and the corresponding medium-term development plan (Slides 42-43). In the long term, our
preferred futures for Filipinos are to have: strongly rooted (Matatag); comfortable (Maginhawa); and
secure (Panatag) life. There are identified pathways to such, expressed as sectoral — or even disciplinal -for ease of practical pursuits (Slide 43); yet all are expected to interact.
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In the sector of Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI), DOST-NAST in 2021 reported
PAGTANAW 2050 The Philippine Foresight for STI (Slides 44-47). Some words of caution were
jnduded by NAST near the end of the report: beware, too, of black swans, or the unexpected, or the
unknown unknowns like COVID-19 was to most of us. Also emphasized was the need to regularly revisit
and update such a foresight document for 30 years.
An OECD (2018) report lurked in the background, itself a balance to STI-oriented foresights, with the
reminder: "Unless steered with a purpose, the rapid advance of science and technology may widen
inequities, exacerbate social fragmentation and accelerate resource depletion."
Thus, the OECD report went as far as to urge that "curricula should continue to evolve, perhaps in radical
ways" (underscoring supplied) (Slide 48). Noting that "it is about orientation, not prescription," the
OECD report induded a metaphor of "learning compass" (Slide 49) powered by new "transformative
competencies" of: Creating new value; Reconriling tensions and dilemmas; and Taking responsibility.
Such would be powered in turn by Literac)r, Nuineracy Data Literacy; Health Literac)r, and Digital
Literacy.
In cycles of Action-Reflection-Anticipation-Action, the young learners are to be urged to find "well-being
for individual and for society." This was quite a humanistic report from a primarily economic group.
Thus, we are alerted to shift away from too quantitative metrics and toward equ'lly qualitative indicators.
We may consider reorienting our students thus:
POSSIBILITY 8— Non-Numerical Grades (Slide 50)
(A)Adopt a thesis-type grading or marking system of High Pass (HP), Pass (P), Drop (D), or Fail (F),
to reduce emphasis on quantitative grades and increase the value of qualitative assessment.
(B) Require High Pass (HP) marks for at least 60% of all courses credited under any Major or Minor
program to qualify for Honors upon graduation.
POSSIBILITY 9— AOP2 (At Own Pace, At Own Pay) (Slide 51)
(A)Remove Maximum Residency Rules.
(B)Remove Minimum Load requirement per term or semester to qualify for Honors upon graduation.
(C) Require payment of full tuition for the terms or semesters beyond the average number that the
program has been designed for.
POSSIBILITY 10— HBD (Honors for Breadth and Depth) (Slide 52)
(A) Summa Cu,,, Laude for completing a Major with Minor, and having HP marks for at least 90% of all
courses credited in each program.
(B)Mana Cum Laude for completing a Major with Minor, and having HP marks for at least 60% of all
courses credited in each program.
(C) Cum Laude for completing a Major with Minor, recognizing the breadth of study.

So far, it may be argued, the most humanist international report on the subject is that of UNESCO (2021),
leimagining Our Futures Together A New Social Contract for Education (Slide 54). Resonating well with
UP as the National University, the report lays two foundational principles: (1) Assuring the right to quality
education throughout life; and (2) Strengthening education as a public endeavor and a common good
(Slide 55).
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UNESCO (2021) advocates for reimagining five elements of education, the first two of which are: "Paces
and Spaces;" and "Schools" (Slide 56), the latter being regarded as "protected educational sites" because of
the inclusion., equity, and well-being of individual and collective they support. Among others, ethics and
community service are brought to mind:

POSSIBILITY 11— Student Ethics Code (Slide 57)
(A)Adopt a Code of Student Ethics, instead of student discipline, to promote among the diversity of
students their skills in social, emotional, and meta-cognitive spheres.
(B)Emphasize community service as a form of restorative justice in cases of academic offenses.

UNESCO's other three elements of education to be reimagined are: "Curricula;" 'Pedagogy;" and
'°Teac}
Profession" (Slides 58-59). Massive social dialogue is called for, with universities and other
higher education institutions active in every aspect of building a new social contract for education."

pOSSIBILITY 12— Corn-Curricular (Slide 60)
(A)Engage the local communities with curricular and co-curricular activities by students and teachers,
also as practice of public service and outreach.
(B)Transform activities of student government and student journalism into co-curricular activities,
while upholding autonomy and freedom of expression.

POSSIBILITY 13— Sub-Unit of Management (Slide 61)
(A) Devolve to the department, institute, or center the day-to-day management of its personnel, major
and minor students, and resources, subject only to well-established system-wide regulations, in
recognition of their role as the basic unit of governance in the university, specifically Sub-Unit of
Management

POSSIBILITY 14— Mobility Across CU's (Slide 62)
(A) Ensure mobility of students and faculty across Constituent Universities, subject to well-established
system-wide academic and administrative rules.

As for the budget, being a human-resource intensive service organization, we are not surprised that about
60% annually is allocated for personnel services. Thus:
POSSIBILITY 15— Subsidiary (Slide 64)
(A) Furthering its institutional autonomy with general appropriations and other grants from the State,
the university may establish and strengthen subsidiaries to generate income for the additional
expenses necessary for the attainment of its purpose, especially the private-sector competitive
benefits of faculty and staff.

Our university leaders must be able to leverage the challenges into opportunities for our national
advantage. The University must confront the pulls of the future toward a new diversity of
hurnanity+technology. Rising above and beyond our traditional silos of the disciplines, we can set an
example of transforming ourselves into a truly interactive sociotechnical system: 215tcentury University
of the Phifippines System.
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OVERVIEW
> PUBLIC SERVICE AND OUTREACH
> STUDENT ADMISSION

STUDENT ETHICS

> PROGRAMS

> GOVERNANCE,
ADMINISTRATION, AND
MANAGEMENT

> TEACHER AND TEACHING

) BUDGET

> GRADES, HONORS, AND
GRADUATION

> Many Possibilities That Can
Be Explored for the Future
BeciltoM. Pacheco
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FUTURES TRIANGLE
PUSHES OF THE PRESENT:
• What WILL we use to
gain momentum?
• What will we resist
(and where do we find
the energy to do so)?
• What are effects of
ranking and audit
culture?

Pulls

POSSIBLE
FUTURES
Pushes

PULLS OF THE FUTURE:
• What innovations do we need to create?
• With what purpose do we steer innovations?
• Leadership over algorithm (Al)?

WEIGHTS OF THE PAST:
• What lessons may lighten
our toad?
• What problems are results
of past solutions?
• What are effects of
traditional academic silos?

(Visualization tool based on Futures Triangle 2.0, Fergnani 2020)
(Six Pillars: Futures Thinking for Transforming, Inayatullah 2008)
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LEARNING AS AN ORGANIZATION
> PERSONAL MASTERY AND CAPACITY
) MENTAL MODELS OR PERSPECTIVES
> SHARED VISIONS
> TEAM LEARNING
> 5TH

DISCIPLINE: SYSTEMS THINKING
(The Fifth Discipline, Senge 1990)
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"TO EVERY QUALIFIED STUDENT"
> 1908: Act No. 1870
> To provide advanced instruction in literature, philosophy, the sciences
and arts, and to give professional and technical training
> To every qualified student
) 2008: regardless of age, gender, nationality, religious belief, economic
status, ethnicity, physical disability, or political opinion or affiliation.

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
Beto M. Pacheco
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PURPOSE SINCE 2008
> Public service and outreach, for social responsibility and national
development (Sec. 3 (d), Sec. 8, Sec. 7)
> Teaching, training, and learning, including advanced studies and
specializations, and sports (Sec. 3 (a), (b) and (f), Sec. 10)
> Research and creative work, including international cooperation
(Sec. 3 (a), (c) and (g))
Faculty and staff development (Sec. 3 (e))
> Democratic governance, with collegiality, representation, accountability,
transparency, and active participation (Sec. 3 (h))
(The University of the Philippines Charter of 2008, RA 9500)
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THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
The
National
University

UPB
:E

UPD
UPM

UPIB
r
UOU
'

Constituent
Universities
established
solely by its
BOR upon the
recommendation of the
President of
the University.

/-

.

UPV

'

UPMin

(The University of the Philippines Charter of 2008, RA 9500, Section 4)
P,e,,ito M. Pacheco
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STUDENTS ADMITTED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
> Both private and public HS graduates have approximately equal chances.
2020

2021

TOTAL NO. OF STUDENTS GRANTED ADMISSION AS FRESHMAN 12,802

Approx.

13,867

Private High School (%)

45.1

54.3

50. %

Public High School (%)

22.4

24.1

21. %

Science High School (%)

24.2

14.8

21. %

SUC High School (%)

6.1

4.9

5.5 %

UP High School (%)

1.9

1.4

2.0%

Foreign and Other High School (%)

0.3

0.5

0.5 %

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2019-2020)
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STUDENTS ADMITTED TO UNDERGRAD
UPB 1.4%
UPD 60.%
UPM 17.%

UPIB 8.%
UPOU 0.6%
UPV8.%
UPC 2.8%

(

UPMin 2.2%
(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2019-2020)
Beto M. Pacheco
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STUDENTS BY CONSTITUENT UNIVERSITY
UPB 4.2%
UPD 43.%
UPM 11.%

UPLB 21. %
UPOU 7.8% —=_
UPV 7.8%
UPC 2.8%
0
0-

UPMin 2.4 %

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
rnaineUPto2O5O@gmaft.cn
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POSSIBILITY I
> (A) As a form of public service and
> (B) About half of all
social responsibility, and democratic
undergraduate admissions may
access, every year, every municipality
be decided based on overall
of the Philippines may be assured of
high-school performance,
least 3 new undergraduate student
including curricular and coadmissions, and every city at least 10. curricular achievements.
ImagineUPto2O5O@maiL.coni
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POSSIBILITY I
> (C) Other than by criteria (A) and (B),
about a quarter of all undergraduate
admissions may be based mainly on
a system-standardized UP College
Admission Test.

Benito M. Pacheno

lrnaginJPto2O5Ogrnait.cooi
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POSSIBILITY I
> (D) Every region may be served by > (E) Every new student may have
a Constituent University thereat,
choices of either residential Unit
or at least a Campus extension, to
with blended learning, or open
widen the citizens' democratic
or distance School, especially as
access to quality education.
graduate student.

ImagineUPto2O5Qgrna1I.co1n

Benito M. Pacheco
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STUDENTS BY OVERALL PROFILE
) In 15 years, the ratio of male to female students increased to 40:60.
> The ratio of graduate to undergraduate students increased to 30:70*.
> The ratio of graduate degrees to bachelor degrees increased to 30:70*.
2012

2005

2016

2020

SEXES

40: 60
33 : 67

Male: Female

37 : 63

38 : 62

41: 59

42 : 58
30: 7O

PROGRAM LEVELS
Graduate: Undergraduate

21: 79

21: 79

24: 76

31: 69

33 : 67

20: 80

19: 81

22: 78

21: 79

32 : 68

30: 70*

DEGREES RECEIVED
Graduate: Bachelor (Undergrad)

*except in UPOU
(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2005-2020)
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STUDENTS BY DISCIPLINE
> Since 2008, there has been another 10% increase in total no. of students.
> For the recent 15 years, the distribution among disciplines has stayed.
2012:
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS 49,146
ArtsftLetters(%)

55,229

49,938

1020
54,362

56,291

Approx.

15.3

15.0

6.0

5.2

6.3

6.6

6.0%

1.4

1.3

1.5

1.5

1.5%

15.4

15.8

Education (%)

5.1

Law(%)

1.2

14.5

15.0%

Management (%

16.4

9.8

9.2

12.9

12.3

12.0%

Social Sciences (%)

14.6

18.8

18.8

15.0

14.7

16.0%

4.9

3.1

3.3

4.4

3.6

4.5 %

42.3

44.6

4.6.6

44.2

46.8

45.0 %

0.1

0.5

0.3

0.7

AgricuLture ft Fisheries (%)
Science, Health ft Engineering (%)
Others / No Record (%)

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2005-2020)
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STUDENTS BY DISCIPLINE
If clustered according to three domains of general education:
2005

2008

2012

2020

2016

Approx.
15%

ARTS AND HUMANITIES (AH)
Arta a Letters (%)

15.4

15.8

15.3

15.0

14.5

Education (%)

5.1

60

5.2

6.3

6.6

6.0%

Law (%)

1.2

1.4

1.3

1.5

1.5

1.5%

15.0%

36%

SOCIAL SCIENCES (SS)

Management (%)

16.4

9.8

9.2

12.9

12.3

12.0%

SociaL Sciences (%)

14.6

18.8

1&8

15.0

14.7

16.0%

4.9

3.1

3.3

4.4

3.6

4.5%

42.3

44.6

46.6

44.2

46.8

45.0%

49 %

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (ST)
AgricuLture a Fisheries (%)
Science, Health & Engineering' (%)

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2005-2020)
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DISCIPLINE AND PROFESSION
> Less than 50 professions regulated by the Supreme Court or the
Professional Regulation Commission *
> Over 200 UP academic programs for undergraduate, environmental
planning, medicine, and law; 25% of these 200 programs are for entry
to the regulated professions
> Over 360 other UP programs for graduate studies in various disciplines

*hftps://ww.w. prc.gov. ph/professional-regulatory-boards
(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
F3cnito M.,

ragirieUPto2O5OmaiLconi
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DEGREES GRANTED
AH
"5

55
18%

UPD
UPM

UPLB
UPOu
uPv

upc

55
67

UPMin
(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
Beruto M. Pacheco

ImairreUPto2O5OgrnaiI.coe
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (A) For every undergraduate
academic discipline, a Minor
program may be developed as a
sub-field of study that may be
taken by Major students of other
Departments.
Benfto M. Pcheco

> Example 1:
> Civil Engineering (as a Major)
> Construction Drawing
(as a Minor)

nag ncUPto2O5OQgrnai1.corn
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (A) For every undergraduate
academic discipline, a Minor
program may be developed as a
sub-field of study that may be
taken by Major students of other
Departments.
BeniLo M Patheco

> Example 2:
Art Studies (as a Major)
> Art Cu ration (as a Minor)

lmagLneUPto2O5Ogmail.cocn
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (A) For every undergraduate
academic discipline, a Minor
program may be developed as a
sub-field of study that may be
taken by Major students of other
Departments.

> Example 3:
> Psychology (as a Major)
Psychometric Testing
(as a Minor)

21
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POSSIBILITY 2
(B) For every undergraduate
Major student, a Minor program
may be taken in another
department, to promote a greater
sense of learner agency.

BenftoM Pacheco

> Example:
> Bachelor in Civil
Engineering
(Minor in Filipino
Language)
a1neUPtoO5Ogmat.coffi
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (B) For every undergraduate
Major student, a Minor program
may be taken in another
department, to promote a greater
sense of learner agency.

Sciito M. Pacheco

> Example:
> Bachelor in Art Studies
> (Minor in Construction
Drawing)

Imagine1JPto2050@gmait.com
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POSSIBILITY 2
(B) For every undergraduate
Major student, a Minor program
may be taken in another
department, to promote a greater
sense of learner agency.

Beinto IA. Pacheco

> Example:
Bachelor in Psychology
(Minor in Classical Music)

lnagnUPtoO€'gmai1.coc
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (C) Undergraduate academic
programs that are preparatory
to the regulated professions
may modify its General
Education sub-program to lead
to a Minor course.

> Example: Bachelor in Civil
Engineering (Minor in
Liberal Arts)
> Example: Bachelor in
Psychology (Minor in
Liberal Arts)

Bnit M Pcheco

'magine4JPto2O5O€'maiL.com
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POSSIBILITY 2
> (D) Graduate academic
programs may allow
undergraduates of other
departments to take
enrichment courses prior to
graduate admission.

> Example: Bachelor in Civil
Engineering (Minor in
Liberal Arts)
> Example: Master in
Artificial Intelligence

Berno V Pacheco

rnaineUPto2O5OrnaiL.coro
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POSSIBILITY 3
> Examples:
(A) Small-population academic
programs, usually as Minor, may be
) UP Mindanao: Minor in
developed in certain Constituent
Banana Processing
Universities as public service to their
> UP Baguio: Minor in Weaving
region, including options of cross> UP Manila: Minor in Medical
enrolment by students.
Transcription
Berüto M. Pcheco

IrnagneUPto2O5OgnaiLconi
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
> Over 200 UP academic programs for undergraduate, environmental
planning, medicine, and law; 25% of these are CHED-recognized
Center of Excellence or Center of Development
> 2020: 92 degree-granting, research, and/or extension services units
across 8 CUs, including the Philippine General Hospital.
Why is it that not more programs or units of UP are CHED COE's and
COD's or otherwise externally accredited?

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
3cnilo ii.. Pacreo

aircUPto2C5OgmaiL.com
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Ateneo is top PH university in world
ranking
IF John rile Mend.,. -flptn1RJflle.dozatsQ

.QtfltR

/ln5aeMocsoO.. 12021

351-400
801-1000
1201-1500

ATENEO DE MANILA UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES

OE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY

MitO5Ip.F...20 ..,.1,itsai.,end.Mg.Ian*.es-

150 1+

MAPUA UNIVERSITY

MANILA. Phthppioes — The Aleneo do Manila University was ranked nest
in the Plstlipploes among all the globally-ranked tertiary inslinations in the

INQUIRER NET

recently released 2023 TImes Higher Education THE) world university
rankings.

8cni10 M. Pacheco

ImagineUPo2O5O@grnuiI.coni
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UNIVERSITY RANKING IN THE WORLD
> 2023 THE-WUR: UP is 21d highest ranking Philippine University, and
below 50% of universities worldwide, sliding down for the past 2 years.
Why?
2022 edition: UP ranked 15t in the Philippines yet slid below 33% of
universities worldwide, still maintaining high scores in "Research" and
"Industry Income"
> 2021 edition: UP ranked among the top 33%, at the time had higher
scores in "Teachings," "Citations," and "International Outlook"
(https://up.edu.ph/up-uses-the-rankings-feedback-to-pursue-directions/)
acTecc

UPt.:

ci:c

30
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UNIVERSITY RANKING IN ASIA
> How is UP by QS Asia University Rankings 2023?
> 2021 edition: UP among top 11% of Asian universities.
> 2018 edition: UP among top 18% of universities in Asia, and steadily
rising for three years

(https://up.edu ph/up-is-asias-69th-best-52nd-in-acad emic-reputation-qs/)
BerntoM.
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MEANING OF RANKING METRICS
UP's Scores in the THE World
University Rankings from 2017 to 2022
From the UP OVPPA report to the 808. PAC mid AC

Teachings
Research
Citations
Industry Income
International Outlook

2017
20.1
9.3
13.5
40.8
42.1

2018
20.5
10
40
326
39.8

2019
21.7
16.4
69,1
35.8
39.5

2020
24.1
17.2
86.9
39.4
37.9

2021
23.5
16
86.7
39.5
33.4

2022
22.6
17.5
74.3
41.7
33.1

4
4
t
4

"Teachings" as "Learning Environments" scored lower?
(https ://up.edu. ph/up-uses-the-rankings-feedback-to-pursue-directions/)
Beto M. Pacfleo

a9ineUPto2&5Q5rna1.co
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TEACHERS
> Around 2008, there was an 8% increase in the total no. of regular faculty.
> Is it good that the proportion of Doctoral Degree holders has hovered at
approximately 25% of all faculty members?
2016

2005

2008

2012

NUMBER OF REGULAR FACULTY 3,644

3,948

3,952

4,648

4,927

NUMBER OF NON-REGULAR FACULTY

A. 'rox.

2,276

ALL FACULTY
Doctoral Degree (%)

30.0

21.5

Master's Degree (%)

43.2

35.7

Medicine or Law Degree (%)
Bachelor's Degree or equivalent (%)

2020

26.8

42.8

3,957
5,983

22.5

26.1

27.2

25%

34.5

33.8

47.1

45 %

18.3

15.5

6.8

10%

24.7

24.6

18.9

20 %

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2005-2020)
Bec,itoM.
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TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
> There are approx. 4,700 FTE (full-time equivalent) teachers* by 2020.
> There are approx. 47,000 RE (full-time equivalent) students** by 2020.
> How good is it to have 1 FTE teacher for every 10 FTE students?

*assuming non-regular faculty member serves 1/3 of the time on average
assuming graduate student enlists 1/2 of the time on average
(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2020)
aenito M Pacneo

iancUPto25OcmLcc
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REPS & ADMIN PERSONNEL
> 100 regular faculty members: 30 Research, Extension, and Professional
Staff (recent 10 years)
> 100 regular faculty members: 110 administrative personnel, excluding
those of the Philippine General Hospital (PGH).
> 100 admin. personnel for non-PGH positions: 90 PGH admin. personnel.
> What is our good proportion of Students: Faculty: R EPSAdmin?

(Compiled from UP Statistics, UPSBO 2008-2020)
Benito M. Patheco

lmagineUPto2O5Ogmait.com
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POSSIBILITY 4
> (A) Either half-time or full-time
study may be allowed of students,
both undergraduate and graduate,
and they should be counted as
Full-Time Equivalent students.

&cro M. Paceco

ngncL)Pto2O5O@gniait.com
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POSSIBILITY 5
> (A) Full-time faculty members
may be encouraged to serve as
affiliate faculty in other
departments, and their service
should be counted as additional
Full-Time Equivalent teachers.

> (B) R EPnd Admin Staff who
are academically eligible may
be incentivized to serve as
part-time faculty, and they
should be counted as FullTime Equivalent teachers.

Benito M. Pacheco

37

37

POSSIBILITY 6
> (A) Faculty members above 65
years old who are medically fit
may be encouraged to serve as
part-time faculty until age 70.

3

38
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POSSIBILITY 7
> (A) Full-time faculty members may be encouraged to
legitimately engage in limited practice of profession
outside the university, to enhance the value of both
academe and professional practice and to promote
commitment to national development.

Benito ?& Pacheco

IrnaineUPto2O5OgmaiI.coni
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COMPLEXITY
TUNA (2016)

> Turbulent
> Uncertain
> Novel
> Ambiguous

82

-

'O,
A
von ,. "S

'I,.
/
')COn. 'eq,
lEa,,

(https://www.vuca-world.org/vuca-bani-rupt-tunal)
ImaUPto2O5O@gmaiL. corn
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FUTURES OF U.P. AND COUNTRY
Pulls

POSSIBLE
FUTURES

(Futures Triangle 2.0, Fergnani 2020)
(Six Pillars: Futures Thinking for Transforming, lnayatullah 2008)
ImaglneUPto2O5}vI
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AmBisyon Natin 2040
Matatag, Maginhawa at Panatag na Buhay
By 2040, Filipinos enjoy a strongly rooted, comfortable, and secure Life.

0
...... ............

ii

• 1
. --•___
--___ ___
___ ___
---

(NEDA 2021)
Ben1toMPacheco
Imag1neUP.'7O5C:
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MATATAG, MAGINHA WA. AT PANATAG NA BUHAY

A HEALTHY AND RESILIENT PHILIPPINES

'MALASAKIT"
BUILDING A HIGH-TRUST
SOCIETY

PAGBABAGO"
TRANSFORMING TOWARDS
EQUITY AND RESILIENCY

Ensure responsive, people-centered,
technology-enabled, and
clean governance

(pand
Opportunities
across regmns

Pursue swift, fair, and humane
administration otjustice

Promote Philippine culture and
values towards bayanihan

expan000c
economic opp
ivcludrflg

PATULOY NA PAG-UNLAD"
INCREASING GROWTH
POTENTIAL

-

-

Scale-up
technology
adoption

'--- -

Stimulate
creativity and
innovation

MAINTAINING MACROECONOMIC STABILITY AND PROMOTING COMPETiTION
Implement strategic trade and responsive tiscat policy

-

'',

.fl l

Ti'avniomr humor
.. ,
capital development .'
v15
towards greaten
agility

Ensure food
resitv~ricy and reduce
vulnerabil,Iies ot
Filipinos

Maximize demographic dividend across
the different regions in the country

Protect the rights, promote the welfare, and expand opportunities for Overseas Filipinos to contribute to the country's development

Ensure peace
and security

,,

Accelerate strategic
infrastructure development

Build safe, resilient and
sustainable communitien

Ennure ecological integrity.
clean and healthy environment

43

From [here]
emerged many
diverse
perspectives,
trends,
opportunities,
and particularly
valuable insights
on Science,
Technology and
Innovation at both
the national and
international
levels.

PAGTANAW 2050
THE PHILIPPINR FORESIGHT
i'.ciyjy''nu,.I.r.

(NAST 2021)
Berilto in. Pacheco
IrnagirieUPto2O5IgmaiI. corn
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Science & Technology Enablers
Environment and
Climate Change

Management of CDVII)
and other disasters

Responsive Human,
Animal, and Plant Pest
and Disease
Management

Food, leiI
and Nublljs

Integrated Science,
Technology, and
Innovation Plan

Vesperr ie Humar.,
Animal, and Plant
Pest and Disease
Management

Energy and Water

Provision of Water
and Energy In
OftGnd Areas

Built Eevkoewnents

Responsive Human.
Animal, and Plant Pest
and Disease
Management

High Growth

Competition

Ee.&oprnent

Economy

Pmeteond
Fotute lot a
Prosperous,
Archipelagic
Maritime
Nation

Drivers and Opportunities
Bonito M. Pacheco
tmagfneUPto2O5O®gmall.corn
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Science & Technology Enablers
Riotechnology

Robotics or
Autonomous
Systems

Nunstechnolocy

Internet of Things

Advanced Materials

Science Education
B Talent Retention

Virtual Reality

Business & Trade -

Big Data—
Bloctichain

llCTitmbedded
Digital Technology

Cloud CcirrpuSng

Responsive
Human, Animal.
and Plant Pest
and Disease
Ma'aemet

Adequacy in
Inirasliucture
and Mobility

Anticipatory
Elimination of
Backtcgs

Droughts
Floods lrequality —
MigratiOn

Typhoons—
Sproorin Events

Urbanization —.1
implenreniatiorr
Issues

Gove'nar'cv

Nerirotechnoloqy

Poverty

(ICT)Digital
Transformation

Charspng
Oenrcgraphrcs

BAre economy -

Sensors -

Constructive Technology

crnviro.rmenrs

I

-Aotificiat_
Intelligence

Ctimace-Clrarmge
Related Events Outreali of
Diseases

Pref eared Future for
One Archipefagro
Harininmin tjar,00

Mgtation to Cities
Loss of Farmlands
Adverse
Environmental Ellects
Displacement
ot Lube'

Resistance to
Technological Change

Drivers and Opportunities
Bonito 1.1, Pucheco
tmogirreUPto2O5O®gmail.cocti
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PAGTANAW 2050
ANALYSIS INTERPRETATION RISK & POTENTIAL
POSSIBLE AREAS TO OPERATIONAUZE
AMBISYON NATIN 2040

SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY,
& INNOVATION

STE II

"Systems Thinking"

Shelter, Transportation.
and Other InIruottucture
ICY

Blue Economy
.'
Food and
Nutflt Fan
System

.''.

Science
Education,
and Talent
Retention
Rosiness
and Trade

AREAS
lleaitU
EneIgy"J

and Climate
®En000nmens
Change
Governance

Water
Space

NEXT GENERATION
TECHNOLOGIES

A Prosperous Archipelagic,
Maritime Nation

EpIoratiun

Integrating STEM and
the emerging technologies
RISK
Snenaso I
into the national system ol - UNCERTAINTIES - ScenarIo 2...
innovation to operationalize
Scenario N
BARRIERS
the aspirations of Ambisyon
Hahn 2040

"Beware, too, or
black

METHODS
Et8UOMETRICS' SWOT . BRAINSTORMING 'DELPHI METHOD

(NAST 2021)

"Unless
steered with a
purpose, the
rapid advance
of science and
technology
may widen
inequities,
exacerbate
social
fragmentation
and
accelerate
resource
depletion."
(OECD 2018)

Bonito M. hacheco
InnaglneUPto2O5Ogmal1.corrn
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"[Aim] to ensure the sustainabitity of
people, profit, planet and peace, through
partnership."

S

THE FUTURE
OF EDUCATION
AND SKILLS
Education 2030

• What knowledge,
skills, attitudes,
and values wilt
today's students
need to thrive and
shape their world?
• How can
instructional
systems develop
these knowledge,
skills, attitudes,
and values
effectively?

Bonito M. Pochoco
IcrnagirieUPto2O5O@grmnoil.coen

"It is about
orientation,
not
prescription."

•Lurricuta should continue to
evolve, perhaps in

radical ways.
• ))OECD
(2018)

48

48
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COMPASS
FOR LEARNING

8 nea.coa?e

Skills

SccaI 8 ecln
P'8aJ 8 r.C!848

' Attitudes
and Values

SOca

OECO

Benito M. Pacheco
IrnagineUPto2O5O€mait. corn
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POSSIBILITY 8
> (A) Adopt a thesis-type grading or
marking system of High Pass (HP),
Pass (P), Drop (D), or Fail (F), to
reduce emphasis on quantitative
grades and increase the value of
qualitative assessment.

> (B) Require High Pass (HP)
marks for at least 60% of all
courses credited under any
Major or Minor program in
order to qualify for Honors
upon graduation.
ImagineUPto2Q5O@grnail.corn
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POSSIBILITY 9
(A) Remove
Maxim urn
Residency
Rules.

> (B) Remove Minimum
Load requirement per
term or semester in
order to qualify for
Honors upon
graduation.
Benito M. Pacheco

> (C) Require payment of
full tuition for the terms
or semesters beyond
the average number
that the program has
been designed for.
magineUPto2O5O€'ma1Lcom
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POSSIBILITY 10
> (A) Summa Cum Laude > ( B) Magna Cum Laude > (C) Cum Laude
for completing a Major for completing a Major for completing a
with Minor, and HP
with Minor, and HP
Major with
marks for at least 90%
marks for at least 60%
Minor,
of all courses credited
of all courses credited
recognizing the
in each program.
breadth of study.
in each program.
Bereto M. Pacheco

ImagineUPto2O5Q®gmait.coer
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BUT STILL, IS EDUCATION FRAGILE?

Be,fto M. Pacheco

53

ImagneUPto2O5O€gmaft.cor

53

fl unesco
> Promise of ensuring the right
to quality education for every
child, youth, and adult
> Potential of education as a
route for sustainable
collective futures

REIMAGINING
we need a new
social contract for education
to repair injustices
while transforming
the future

OUR FUTURES

uEducation
is
fragiLe."

TOGETHER
54

(UNESCO 2021)
54
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> Promise of ensuring the right
to quality education for every
child, youth, and adult
> Potential of education as a
route for sustainable
collective futures

10/14/22

Foundational Principle 1:

Assuring the right to
quality education
throughout life
Foundational Principle 2:

Strengthening
education as a public
endeavor and a
common good
Benfto M. Pacheco
noeUPta2C5OgniaiL.con
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REIMAGINING EDUCATION (1)
"PACES & SPACES" — People should enjoy and expand the educational
opportunities that take place throughout their life and in different
cultural and social spaces. (This is similar to Stanford 2O25.
http://vww.stanford2025.com/paced-education)
SCHOOLS — Schools should be protected educational sites because of
the inclusion, equity and individual and collective well-being they
support, and also reimagined to better promote the transformation of
the world towards more just, equitable, and sustainable futures.
"It is about orientation, not prescription." (OECD 2018)
Benilo M Pacheco
ImagneUPto2O5O€mait.con

(UNESCO 2021)
56

56
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POSSIBILITY 11
> (A) Adopt a Code of Student Ethics,
instead of student discipline, to
promote among the diversity of
students their skills in social,
emotional, and meta-cognitive spheres.

Beiito M. Pacheco

> (B) Emphasize
community service as
a form of restorative
justice in cases of
academic offenses.

magneUPto2O5OgriaI.coci
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REIMAGINING EDUCATION (2)
) CURRICULA — Curricula should emphasize ecological, intercultural and
interdisciplinary learning that supports students to access and produce
knowledge while also developing their capacity to critique and apply it.
PEDAGOGY — Pedagogy should be organized around the principles of
cooperation, collaboration, and solidarity.
> TEACHING — Teaching should be further professionalized as a collaborative
endeavor where teachers are recognized for their work as knowledge
producers and key figures in educational and social transformation.
"It is about orientation, not prescription." (OECD 2018)
Benho M. Patheco
roaginctJPto2050@gmait.com

(UNESCO 2021)
58

58
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SOCIAL DIALOGUE
> Research and innovation
> Global solidarity and international cooperation
> Universities and other higher education institutions active in every
aspect of building a new social contract for education
Everyone able to participate in building the futures of education
> A new social contract for education as a critical step towards reimagining
our futures together

efflto 1k. Pacheco
IrnaqinelJPto7O5O®grnaiicon,

(UNESCO 2021)
59
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POSSIBILITY 12
> (A) Engage the local
communities with curricular
and co-curricular activities by
students and teachers, also as
practice of public service and
outreach.

> (B) Transform activities of
student government and student
journalism into co-curricular
activities, while upholding
autonomy and freedom of
expression.

8eflio 1k. Pacheco

IrnaglrieUPto2O5O®gmaii corn
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POSSIBILITY 13
> (A) Devolve to the department, institute or center the day-to-day
management of its personnel, major and minor students, and
resources, subject only to well-established system-wide regulations,
in recognition of their role as the basic unit of governance in the
university, specifically Sub-Unit of Management.

Benito M. Pacheco

lmaginelJPto2O5OQgmaiL.com
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POSSIBILITY 14
> (A) Ensure mobility of students and faculty across Constituent
Universities, subject to well-established system-wide academic and
administrative rules.

Benito M. Pacheco

ImagincUPto2050@gmail.com
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BUDGET
> Approximately 60% of budget is for personnel services.
> Are resources limitless?
2020
(Milt
on)*
GA, PHP
18, 691

2021
21,503

PS, UPS md. PGH (%)

62.9

PS, PGH (%)

10.9

MOOE, UPS md. PGH (%)

23.6

MOOE, PGH (%)

2022

Approx.

24,392
69.2

74.3

60%

35.2

42.3

30%

10.6

13.9

10%

115.0

130.5

8.5

CO. UPS md. PGH (%)

13.5

CO, PGH (%)

2.0

*GA plus approx. 1,000 MilLion = lOB
Total (% relative to 2020 GA)

100.0

(Compiled from UPSBO 2020-2022)
Benito M. Pacheco

IniagineUPto2O5Ogmai(.coii
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POSSIBILITY 15
> (A) Furthering its institutional autonomy with general appropriations
and other grants from the State, the university may establish and
strengthen subsidiaries to generate income for the additional
expenses necessary for the attainment of its purpose, especially the
private-sector competitive benefits of faculty and staff.

Benito M. Pacheco

ImagfrteL1Pto2D50@gmaiL.com
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PRESIDENT'S ROLE
> If elected as President, I would serve as a Futures Thinker-Leader for the
strategic reimagining of and advocacy for our University mandate for the
long-term: public service and outreach; teaching; research and creative
work; faculty and staff development; and democratic governance.
> I should be elected as President because of my passion for and dedication
to team learning for big organizations like the University, as well as my
experience with private and international sectors.
I have illustrated in the foregoing mission-vision presentation many
specific possibilities for operation and implementation of provisions of
RA9500.
Benflo ?& Pacheco

Imagine4JPtoZO5O€gmai(.corn
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Benito M. Pacheco
lmagineUPto2050@gmail.com
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